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Abstract
Various observations pointed out that cores performed with gravity piston corer show signiﬁcant distortions mainly located at the top of the core. A series of 15 cores were performed at the same location on a submarine sand wave (Var canyon, France). Six different settings of the corer – three freefall
heights and three slacks of the piston cable – were tested, including duplicates. Two accelerometers recorded simultaneously the movements of the core tube and the movements of the triggering arm. Then
the z displacements were obtained by a double integration versus time of the measured acceleration.
The analyses of results allowed the authors to estimate the amplitude and the duration of the elastic
recoil of the aramid cable, andto distinguish four steps during the 4 seconds of penetration, including a
distortion phase followed by a normal sampling phase linked to the status of the piston.
The analyses of the quality and benchmark layers from recovered cores highlight the major role of the
piston driven by the lengths of the counterweight and piston cables. The recovered thickness of a given
layer can vary from 0.8 to 1.3 depending to the settings.
A cone penetrometer test (CPT) trial at the same location gives a good estimation of the absolute geometry of the layers. The settings for cores with geotechnical purpose (better quality) will be different
from settings for cores with sedimentological or palaeoclimatological purposes (better geometry). A
compromise is proposed.

1. Introduction
Gravity coring with stationary piston is an eﬃcient way to
recover long sedimentary cores1. However, various observations pointed out consequent distortions2 based on diﬀerent
techniques: magnetic orientation3, and comparison of diﬀerent corers or with sub-bottom proﬁler4. Authors described
the ‘over-sampling’ and the ‘under-sampling5, and others
proposed recommendations for improvements of corers6.
The Stacor corer gets round these disturbances with a truly
stationary piston7, 8. The device provides high quality sampling9 especially for soil investigation10, But the duration of
the deployment (8–10hr) and the size of vessels and cranes
are constraining factors for the use of such a device by scientiﬁc community.
The trial of a new aramid cable onboard the R/V Le Suroît was
an opportunity to examine the eﬀect of the elastic recoil of
such a cable on the recovered sediment. The use of accelerometers allowed for the recording the behaviour of a corer and understanding the eﬀect of settings on the recovered sediment.

2. Method
2.1 Devices and sensors
The stationary piston corer of the R/V Le Suroît consists
of a 994kg weight and a 10m steel tube with a plastic liner

(maximum recoverable length of sediment of 9.55m), as
well as a platform for the release or triggering arm linked
to the main cable and the counterweight linked to the platform with a cable (Figure 1). The piston is linked to the
platform via the piston cable and slides freely inside the
liner. The main cable is a 17mm aramid cable with a weight
in water of 0.056kg/m.
Two autonomous accelerometers from Micrel Company
equipped the top of the weight and the ﬂank of the platform. These devices record the acceleration along the x and
z axes, ±2g at 50Hz, and the x, y and z axes, ±20g at 50Hz,
respectively.
The Penfeld penetrometer allows measuring geotechnical
parameters at maximum depth of 6000m. This standard
36mm CPT device was deployed during its sea acceptance
test onboard the R/V Atalante11.

2.2 Methodology
The inﬂuence of diﬀerent parameters is tested by individually changing each of the diﬀerent parameters at the same
location on a submarine sand wave (Var canyon, France).
Three heights of freefall and three recoil compensation representing six diﬀerent trials are tested and each trial is duplicated once or twice (Table 1). The slack of the piston cable
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Figure 1: Sketch of a piston corer

is the sum of the freefall height and the length selected to
compensate for the elastic recoil of the main aramid cable.
Thus 15 cores are recovered during the ESCAR7 cruise.
For each core, a sedimentological log is established, and the
depths of the reference levels are measured. The processing
of the accelerometers records provide the following curves:
acceleration along the x, y and z axes; velocity of the core
weight along the z axis; displacement of the core weight
along the z axis; velocity of the platform along the vertical
axis; and displacement of the platform along the vertical
axis. The velocity curve is based on an integration of the acceleration versus time; the displacement curve is based on a
double integration of the acceleration versus time.
The Penfeld CPT tool dives at exactly the same location
during the PENETRESS cruise. The combination of density, tip resistance, friction and excess pore pressure allows
classifying the soils. The estimated lithology log is used as
reference for the geometry of the cored layers.

3. Results
3.1 CPT trial
It is possible to classify soils due to CPT measurements12, 13.
The interpretation of the Penfeld dive allows for the determination of 9 levels. The depths and thicknesses are used as
references (Figure 2).

3.2 Corings
The observed penetration indicates that all successful corings except one penetrated the sediment between 9 and 10m
(Table 1). The comparison between observed and computed
penetrations from the accelerometers shows an underestiTable 1: Settings of the slack of the piston cable and recovery for the trials
The piston cable slack is the sum of the free fall height and the recoil compensation of the main cable. Observed penetration is the
maximum observed height of sediment on outside core. Computed penetration results from the double integration of the accelerometer
versus time. Trials 2, 3, 4 and 5 were performed with various recoil compensation and a constant 2.5m free fall height when trials 1,
3, 6 were performed with various free falls and a constant recoil compensation of 2m
Trial
No.

Free fall

Recoil
Slack of
Compensation the Piston
Cable

1

1.5m

2m

2

2.5m

0m

3

2.5m

2m

Core No.

Observed
Penetration

Computed
Penetration

Recovery

3.5m

K7-01
K7-02
K7-03

> 10m
> 10m
—

—
—
8.1m

8.87m
8.68m
8.50m

2.5m

K7-15

10m

6.8m

7.80m

4.5m

K7-04
K7-05
K7-06
K7-11

7.5m
9m
9m
10m

—
6.9m
8.1m
9.4m

6.27m
8.38m
8.80m
7.44m

—
—
10m

not triggered
bent at
launching
9.2m

not triggered
bent at
launching
8.70m

Mean
(±σ)
8.68 m
(±0.19 m)

Visual
Estimated
Quality
Poor
Good
Good
Poor

7.72 m
(±1.12 m)

Good
Good
Good
Poor

4

2.5m

4m

6.5m

K7-12
K7-13
K7-14

5

2.5m

6m

8.5m

K7-09
K7-10

10m
> 10m

9.1m
8.2m

5.29m
5.16m

5.23 m
(±0.09 m)

Poor
Very good

6

5m

2m

7m

K7-07
K7-08

9m
10m

8.3m
8.9m

7.38m
6.84m

7.11 m
(±0.38 m)

Very good
Good
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Figure 2: CPT results and estimated lithology

sandy lithology and overall the poor sampling
frequency of the sensors under-samples the
peaks of acceleration, which leads to an underestimation of the displacement.
The recovery ranges from 5 to 9m, namely
54–93% of the maximum recovery. The low
standard deviations per trial (except for no.
3) shows the repeatability of the corings. The
large discrepancy between the more or less
constant penetration and the large range of
the averaged per trial recoveries can only be
explained by the only variable parameter: the
slack of the piston cable (see Section 4).

3.3 Core descriptions
The sedimentological description is based on
an already studied core14. Several marked levels appear from top to bottom: marine gastropods levels (P1 and P2), characteristic successions of hemipelagic, silty and sandy laminae
(F1, F2 and F3 in Figure 3). These laminae
are distinguishable on the CPT classiﬁcation.
The quality of the 12 cores seems, visually,
quite similar to the quality of cores sampled
with a steel cable.

3.4 Accelerometers records

mation of the computed penetration. The observations are
not accurate because the traces of silty and sandy sediment
on the outside core are not obvious, and also the silty and

The behaviour of the foot of the main aramid
cable during the elastic recoil is deduced from
one speciﬁc test (Figure 4). For a water depth
of 2000m and a weight of 1t, the elastic recoil
is estimated between 3 and 4m for duration
of 1.5 seconds. The initial impulse is disturbed by the tension of the counterweight cable. The platform of release follows the movements of the foot of the cable.

Figure 3: Logs of cores and estimated lithology from CPT
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Figure 4: Elastic recoil of the aramid cable

Figure 4 Cont.: (a) Vertical (red) and z-axis
(black) acceleration of the platform at the
foot of the aramid cable – the vertical acceleration is compounded from the X, Y and
Z components; (b) z velocity of the platform
computed from a time integration of the vertical acceleration; (c) z displacement of the
platform computed from a time integration
of the vertical velocity. Pre1 and Pre2: peaks
due to the elastic recoil of the aramid cable;
Pcw: peak due to the tension of the counterweight cable. The elastic recoil of the main
cable lasts 1.4s with 4m of amplitude
The accelerometer on the corer shows that
after the triggering, the corer undergoes
a continuous slowdown until its full stop
(Figure 5). Several characteristic peaks are
visible on the records: impact of the core
catcher on the seaﬂoor, tension of the piston cable, percussion of the piston at the
top of the tube, impact of the weight on
the seaﬂoor and impacts into sampled layers. The various piston cable slacks, or the
various freefall heights, show ﬁxed and
variable peaks through time. This helps to
determine the origin of the various peaks
(Figure 5).

Figure 5: Behaviour of the corer with four diﬀerent slacks of piston cable

4. Interpretation
4.1 Comparison between logs and CPT
The correlation (Figure 3) presents the
3 trials of the decreasing free fall heights
series, the 4 trials of the decreasing recoil
compensation series and the CPT reference. The bench levels appear at various
depths in the cores according to the trials
(Figure 3): F1 level varies between 0.70
and 3.80 m; F3 level appears at 3.16 m
for the more condensed core (trial 5) when
it is not sampled for the more elongated
core (trial 2). The ratio of recovered F1-F3
thickness to F1-F3 CPT thickness varies
from 0.8 (trial 5) to 1.3 (trial 1) with values close to 1 for trials 6 and 4. The better
quality of recovery based on visual check
is provided by trials with large slacks (4,
5, 6), when the poorer quality comes from
small slacks (1, 2).
Figure 5 Cont.: The peaks appear at the same
moment for the four trials except the Ppis,
which is delayed as the slack increases – Pimp:
peak due to the impact of the corer on the
seaﬂoor; Ppis: peak due to the tension of the
piston cable; Pret: peak due to the re-tension
of the aramid cable; Pﬂoor: peak due to the
impact of the weight on the seaﬂoor
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Figure 6: Piston status during the coring and quality of the recovered sediment

Table 2: Behaviour of corer and quality of recovery derived from piston status

Figure 6 Cont.: (a) example for the
accelerometer record for trial 4 (8.7
m of recovery) with the timing of
the impact, Pimp, the tension of the
piston cable, Ppis, and the re-tension of the aramid cable, Pret. The
duration of the elastic recoil of the
aramid cable is 1.4s after the trigger. (b) Piston status of trial 4 derived from the accelerometer curve
and from Table 2 versus time (horizontal coloured bar). The piston
status versus the penetration (vertical coloured bar) is graphically
deduced thanks to the displacement
curve coloured code in (c). Uplifted
piston and stationary piston occur
during 0.4 and 0.8s for 2.5 and
4.4m of penetration, respectively.
The remaining part of sediment
(1.8m) comes from material sucked
during the extra low-pressure phase
and the two ﬁlled up pile eﬀect
phases; and (c) Synthesis of quality
of sediment derived from the status
of the piston for all the cores

Table 2 Cont.: The horizontal axis
represents the few seconds of coring
from the triggering to the stop of the
core. The three ﬁrst lines describe
the behaviour of the platform of
release, the piston and the barrel,
and their up, still or down displacements ((↑, — , ↓
↓). The status and
action of the piston show its relative displacement with regard to the
barrel and the consequent action of
the piston (no action, suction, extra
suction). The latter corresponds to
opposite displacements of both the
barrel and the piston, while the suction phase corresponds to a stationary piston and a downwards barrel.
The action of the piston controls
the sediment recovery (no, normal,
disturbed and extra sediment). The
relative chronology between the impact on the seaﬂoor and the tension
of the piston explains the two types
of recovery. An extra suction phase
before the impact leads to water
sampling. The slack of the piston
cable allows coordinating the two
moments.
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4.2 Inﬂuence of the cable setting
The correlation of bench levels shows the obvious inﬂuence
of the setting of the cables of the corer (Figure 3). The shorter the free fall is, the deeper the bench levels are in the core;
the smaller the recoil compensation, the deeper the bench
levels are in the core. The true geometry of the layers can be
obtained by the settings between those of trials 3 and 6 (2m
recoil compensation and 4m free fall) or trails 3 and 4 (2.5m
free fall and 3m recoil compensation). The results of the two
series lead to a setting with recoil compensation smaller than
the measured elastic recoil.

4.3 Behaviour of the piston
During the coring operation, the status of the piston determines the suction of the sediment (Table 2, Figure 6). The
tension of the piston cable leads the work of the piston. A
relaxed cable means an ineﬀective piston; a tightened cable
means the piston creates a depression. After the triggering,
the piston is solitary of the corer during the free fall until
the piston cable is tightened. Then the piston follows the
movements of the platform of release, which goes up via
the recoil of the main cable. At that moment, the extra low
depression below the piston is due to the combined eﬀects
of both the descent of the corer and the ascent of the piston.
This period of extra suction corresponds to an over- distortion or at least some distortion phase of sampling. At the
end of the recoil, the platform is stabilised because of the
behaviour of the aramid cable, and the piston is stationary.
The end of the coring could be smooth, deadened or brutal
generating a normal or a slightly compacted sampling due
to ﬁlled up pile eﬀect. At the very beginning of the coring,
the relative chronology between the impact and the tension of the piston cable leads to two diﬀerent phases: water
could be sampled if the impact arrives after the tension of
the piston cable. On the contrary, no sampling occurs between the impact time and the piston cable tension. The
synthesis for all the cores (Figure 6) show that cores with
larger recoil compensations (trials 4 and 5) present longer
period with a stationary piston and a consequent better
quality, while cores with smaller recoil compensations (trials 1 and 2) present longer period of extra sucked sediment,
worse quality and larger recovery.

5. Conclusion
The piston facilitates the sampling of sediment during a gravity coring, but also generates disturbances. The understanding of the work of the piston due to accelerometers on corer
allows for the highlighting of the key role of the cables setting. Thus, we distinguish four steps during the few seconds
of coring, including an optional phase (either water or no
sediment sampling), a distortion phase due to an extra suction, followed by a normal sampling phase linked to a stationary piston, and ﬁnally an optional compaction phase.
The settings for cores with geotechnical purpose (better
quality with a stationary piston) will be diﬀerent from settings for cores with sedimentological or paleoclimatological
purposes (better geometry with a longer ascending piston
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phase). A good compromise is to choose a compensation
for the slack of the piston cable smaller than the estimated
elastic recoil of the main cable.
The understanding of the behaviour of a corer will allow
further developments: ﬁnding the best settings to have the
longer phase with an eﬀective stationary piston; reducing the
disturbance and improving the quality or geometry of the
recovered sediments; and correcting the depth of layers in the
core thanks to modelling the kinematics of the coring.
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